Intro. to IR online
(PO 211-01)

March 19th
Online policy
(Whatever is not specified here
should be in the previous
syllabus)

Instructor: Marcos S. Scauso
Course: Introduction to International
Relations (PO 211-01)

Term: Spring 2020

Time: Monday 6:30pm – 9:10pm

Location: Lender School of Business 199

Office Hours: F. between 3pm – 4:40pm and
by appointments.

Office: CAS3 - 310

Email: marcos.scauso@quinnipiac.edu

Personal Website: www.marcosscauso.com

Office phone number: 203-582-7519

Zoom ID: 285-487-7843

Going online!! (PLEASE READ EVERY WORD OF THIS SILLABUS)
As you might know, all of our classes at Quinnipiac are converting to online modalities in order to
avoid spreading the COVID-19. In my classes, I will do everything within my power to guarantee
the quality of your education and to facilitate this transition. Despite my efforts, this transition will
also mean some changes for you:
1. This is an unprecedented situation with unprecedented decisions. Hence, we will all need to
learn to be flexible in our planning if we want to fulfill our educational goals. I will
continue making everything as democratic, clear, and explicit as possible, but you will need
to read my e-mails and follow online conversations if you want to succeed in my class.
2. Learning online tends to demand more self-reliance. I will make myself available and we
will have live lectures, but you will need to read all of my e-mails, messages, syllabi
modifications, and suggestions in order to success.
3. You will also need to learn how to use online tools such as Zoom, Skype, Blackboard, and
others. If you have any questions about them or if you have limited access to technology,
please e-mail me and/or technical support at Quinnipiac. You can also use our anonymous
survey if you prefer to avoid sharing your name. If I know about the situation of different
students, I can adapt correspondingly, avoiding inequality and unnecessary obstacles in our
education.
4. Finally, going online will change the modality of our meetings, assignments, finals, office
hours, and everything we share in our class. Hence, please read carefully the following
clarifications, which will help you to navigate the rest of the semester.
5. That said, I WILL HELP YOU ALONG THE WAY!!
Communication:
•

Office hours:
o Starting on March 20th, We will have office hours on Fridays between 3pm-4:40pm
via Zoom (Meeting ID 848-767-217 or follow the direct link:
https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/848767217).
o As usual, students can set up appointments at other times as well.

•

Emails: During the week, I will respond e-mails within 24 hours, but I usually prioritize emails during morning hours. If you have an urgent enquiry, please feel free to add the word
“urgent” to the subject of the e-mail and I will try to respond as soon as possible.

•

Anonymous and open survey: We still have our survey, which is completely anonymous
and continuously open (https://es.surveymonkey.com/r/N8XHYJB) for students to be able to
provide feedback to me throughout the entire semester.

•

You can also call me at any time that I am available or text me at any time on Skype:
o Username: internationalstudiesscauso

Work and assignments online:
•

Attendance is still worth 10% of the grade. If we meet in person (on campus) for a class,
things will continue the same way as established before. But, as of now, classes will be online.
Classes might take two different modalities, but I am flexible if this does not work for
you:
•

Live and synchronous: For some of our online classes, we will meet via Zoom. After
the class, you will need to send me an e-mail with the “secret phrase” that I will give
you throughout the lecture as its subjects. This will count as attendance.
o For Zoom meetings: we will meet during our usual times (Mondays and
Wednesdays between 5pm and 6:15pm). Our meeting ID is 122-459-972 or direct
link https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/122459972)

o Recorded and Asynchronous: I might try to record some of the classes and allow
you to view the videos on your own time (if you have any kind of accommodation,
working schedule, special circumstances, or would simply prefer this modality please
e-mail me and I will make this option available to you asap). If classes are recorded,
you will access the videos and send me the e-mail no later than one week after the
lecture’s original time. So, if the lecture took place on Wednesday March 18th, your email should be sent to me by March 25th. For the e-mail to count as attendance, you
will need to include:
o The name and number of our class,
o the date of the original lecture,
o and the secret phrase for that lecture (I will tell you what this phrase is at some
random point in the videos for the week).
o If neither of these modalities work for you, e-mail me and we can organize
something more adequate to your situation. I am trying to be as flexible as I can to
accommodate all the different situations of my students while also creating a good
learning practice.
•

For participation: we will also have two modalities that depend on what you do for
attendance (participation is 5% of your grade):
1. Live and synchronous: If we meet via Zoom, you can add a comment about the lecture
to the e-mail that you are going to send me for attendance. This e-mail should be sent
within 20 minutes of the end of class. You can send me the notes you took during class as
a word document or as pictures of hand-written notes (I will not grade or control for
grammar or spelling). This will help me to assess the level of engagement of students as
we go (I will run these comments through our plagiarism software so please do not copy
each other or any other website).

•

If the comment shows active listening and attention (again… I do not grade grammar,
aesthetics, or spelling), I will count it as participation. The e-mail will count as 1 whole
point of participation (i.e., it will count as more than a single sticky note, which was
worth 0.5 points). If you have participated thus far, this will allow you to get 100% of
the participation points before the end of the semester. Moreover, office hours via
Zoom will count as participation too and this will give you 0.5 points each time, but it
is up to you to remind me about these participation points by sending me an e-mail
after the office hour is over.

2. Recorded and Asynchronous: If you decide to watch the lectures on your own time and
asynchronously, you can get participation points by sending me your notes no later than
one week after the original lecture. That is, you can send me your notes or the pictures of
your hand-written notes at the same time as your attendance e-mail.
• This e-mail should include good notes about the lecture.
3. Additionally, I will ask questions from particular students by name as we talk via zoom.
We will need to avoid talking at the same time in Zoom because the system does not work
well when we do so. Hence, I will probably mute all students by default and then ask
questions by unmuting particular students. You can also use the chatting box to ask or
answer questions throughout the entire lecture. We will also include polls and other
mechanisms to make the meetings as interactive as possible.
4. If these forms of participation are not adequate for you, please contact me via e-mail
and I will modify things to accommodate your own circumstances while also meeting the
learning goals of the class.
•

For the presentations, you will need to check on the dates and times, as some things might
have changed. Second, if you have not done your presentation yet and cannot attend class on
campus, you will need to send me a video recording of your presentation. You can film
yourself doing the presentation, upload it to YouTube, set the privacy settings to “unlisted,”
and send me the link via e-mail: marcos.scauso@quinnipiac.edu. Then, I will download the
video and put it into my PowerPoints for the class to see. You all can coordinate to present
different sections each and can then send me the videos, which should be about 3 minutes
long for each student. ALL PRESENTATIONS ONLINE ARE DUE AT 10AM so I can
process them and put them into my PowerPoints.
o The presentation is still worth 10% of the grade and it will aim to apply a particular
approach to a case or an on-going issue of your choosing. Students will be expected
to deploy a concept from the readings, add bibliography from other academic sources
such as Jstor or other journal repositories, and analyze a particular aspect of a case
o Please check your presentation dates: Click Here

•

For the final exam (worth 25% of the grade), I will create a test online. This exam will
include multiple choice, true or false, and essay questions, but the exam will be open book.
This means that the questions will be harder than the midterm because they will include more

processing and critical thinking. This will not be a merely conceptual exam, where we just
describe things that others say. Instead, the exam will focus more than usual on the possibility
of deploying our knowledge in particular situations, showing that we have studied prior to
the exam and do not need to spend all of our time looking up concepts. Second, the exam will
be timed and will turn off automatically after 2 hours if you do not finish it before (please
send me an e-mail if you need accommodations). Third, once you open the exam, you will
have to finish it. We will only have one opportunity to do the exam. Fourth, the exam will
take place at the same time as it was scheduled before: May 4th, 8:15pm. Finally, I will be
available online to answer questions during the exam: Zoom meeting ID 178-982-046 or
direct link https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/178982046
•

The final paper will not change. You will need to submit it to blackboard in two different
locations, which I will specify once we are closer to the deadline.
o Students will need to write a final paper outline/summary (maximum of 5 pages +
bibliography) as well. This assignment is designed to understand and deploy a
particular approach of International Relations to examine a case or phenomenon. Each
student will choose one of the approaches included in the class and will use it to
understand a current phenomenon of international relations. Then, she/he will analyze
the contributions, limitations, and normative tendencies of the chosen approach. The
final paper outline/summary is worth 25% of the grade.

•

The reflective essay will not change.
o At the end of the semester, students will be asked to turn in a reflective essay of 300400 words, which will be worth 5% of the grade. This essay needs to be submitted to
blackboard AND your e-Portfolio.

•

Extra credit opportunity will not change either.
o Students can submit into the blackboard “assignment” folder a maximum of three
commentaries (worth 1% of the grade each) for extra credit. These commentaries have
to be two-pages long and they ought to deploy an approach of International Relations
to unveil an aspect of a phenomenon that is implicit or hidden by the assumptions of
another theory. I will NOT offer additional extra credit points for documented
participation in talks and events. Each student can only acquire a maximum of 3 extra
credit points from commentaries.

Grading:
Evaluation Method
Assignment
Attendance
In class discussion and participation (sticky notes)
Presentation
Midterm
Final paper outline/summary
Final exam
Reflective Essay
Extra Credit
Total

Points for each
Assignment
0.5

1

Total
10
5
10
20
25
25
5
3
100

Grades in blackboard: please notice that the maximum grade is 100 points even if the blackboard total
exceeds this amount (e.g., 103 with extra credit points). If you do not fulfill any extra credits, those
points will appear as a 0, but this assignment does not affect your total grade negatively.
Grading System (https://www.qu.edu/content/dam/qu/documents/academic-catalogs/2018-2019academic-catalog.pdf):

Course Schedule for the rest of the semester

Week

Class

Topics

8 and
9

March 9th
– 22nd

Spring Break
and classes
canceled

Readings and Assignments

1- No readings

•

Going online: discussion and instructions.

1. Required:
a. Online meeting in Zoom: 122-459-972 or direct link
Constructivism

10

https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/122459972

b. E-mail for attendance and participation.
c. Readings:
i. Dunne et al.
1. Ch. 9
1. Required:
a. Ole Waever: What is Securitization? (Click here)
b. Bush: Click here
c. Trump: Click here
d. Presentations on Constructivism are due at 10am via email.

March
23rd

Discussion: the
War on “Terror”

2. Recommended:
a. A. Wendt “Anarchy is what states make of it.” (1992) (Click
here)
b. Nicholas G. Onuf. “World of Our Making: Rules and Rule in
Social Theory and International Relations.” (1989).
c. Audie Klotz and Cecelia M. Lynch. “Strategies for Research
in Constructivist International Relations.” (2009). (Click
here)

1. Required:
a. Online meeting in Zoom: 122-459-972 or direct link
https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/122459972

Feminism

11

March
30th
Discussion:
Sanctions on
whom?

b. E-mail for attendance and participation.
c. Readings:
i. Dunne et al.
1. Ch. 10
1. Required:
a. Sanctions on Iraq: Click here
b. Iraq: from bad to worse (Click here)
c. Presentations on Feminism are due at 10am via e-mail
2. Recommended:
a. What is Feminism: Click here
b. J. Ann Tickner. “You Just Don’t Understand” (Click here)
c. Cynthia Enloe. “Ethnic soldiers: State security in divided
societies.” University of Georgia Press (1980).
1. Required:
a. Online meeting in Zoom: 122-459-972 or direct link
https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/122459972

Post-structuralism

12

April 6th
Discussion:
“actors,”
“refugees,”
“victims,” or
“terrorists”

b. E-mail for attendance and participation.
c. Readings and resources:
i. Dunne et al.
1. CH. 11
ii. M. Foucault: Click here
1. Required:
a. Refugee crisis, terrorism, and threats: Click here
b. Presentations on Post-structuralism are due at 10am via
e-mail
2. Recommended:
a. R.B.J. Walker. “Inside/outside: international relations as
political theory.” (1993).
b. Maja Zehfuss. “Forget September 11.” Third World
Quarterly, Vol. 24, No. 3 (Jun., 2003), pp. 513-528. (Click
here)

1. Required:
a. Online meeting in Zoom: 122-459-972 or direct link
Post-colonialism
and Decoloniality

13

April 13th
Discussion: Iran
and the United
States

https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/122459972

b. E-mail for attendance and participation.
c. Readings:
i. Méndez, María José: Click here
1. Required:
a. E. Said and Orientalism: Click here
b. John Stewart and Colonialism: Click here
c. Presentations on Post-colonialism and Decoloniality
are due at 10am via e-mail
d. Final paper outline/summary is due at the beginning
of class (6:30pm)
2. Recommended:
a. Dunne et al.
i. Ch. 12
b. E. W. Said. “Orientalism.” (1979).
c. Taylor, Lucy: Click here
d. Rivera, Silvia Cusicanqui. Liberal Democracy and Ayllu
Democracy in Bolivia (1990): Click here
1. Required:
a. Online meeting in Zoom: 122-459-972 or direct link
https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/122459972

Green Theory

14

April 20th

Discussion:
Climate change
and ecocide?

b. E-mail for attendance and participation.
c. Readings:
i. Dunne et al.
1. Ch. 14
1. Required:
a. Climate change denial: Click here
b. Severn Suzuki’s speech: Click here
c. Presentations on Green Theory are due at 10am via email
2. Recommended:
a. Marcos Scauso. “Indianismo and Decoloniality: Voices of
Resistance” (2016).
b. Waskar Ari. “Earth Politics: Religion, Decolonization, and
Bolivia’s Indigenous Intellectuals” (2014).

1. Required:
a. Online meeting in Zoom: 122-459-972 or direct link
I.R. theory and
globalization

15

April 27th

https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/122459972

b. E-mail for attendance and participation.
c. Readings:
i. Dunne et al.
1. Ch. 15

1. Required:
a. Everything that we have discussed thus far
Discussion and
review: What do
we do now?

b. Presentations on I.R. theory and Globalization are due at
10am via e-mail
c. Submit Reflective Essay in Blackboard under
“assignments” and in your e-portfolio

16

May 4th at
8:15pm
(two hours
long)

Final Exam

1. Required:
a. Readings:
i. Everything since the midterm and basic knowledge of
previous material
b. Final exam will take place in blackboard under
“assignments”
i. Do not start exam until you are ready to finish it,
you will only have one chance.
2. Optional:
a. Online meeting in Zoom: Meeting ID 178-982-046 or
direct link https://quinnipiac.zoom.us/j/178982046
b. Turn in extra credit #3 (please submit it in Blackboard
under “assignments”) This assignment is due on May 4th as
well.

